BEAUTY & FUNCTION
Apple Valley cabinets offer beauty and function by using quality
BLUMMOTION drawer systems. It adapts to different weights so
there’s a soft, silent close no matter how hard you push the drawer.
What’s more you’ll enjoy full extension drawers so you access the
full open area available to you.

custom wood collection

Crafting fine cabinetry for three generations

Located in the heart of the historic apple valley region
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Crafting fine cabinetry for three generations

When it comes to beauty and practicality, the solution

THE TOUCHES THAT
FINISH THE IMAGE

is Apple Valley’s Custom Wood Collection. Three
generations of master craftsmanship and woodworking
skill has brought a true expression of excellence to

This is one area where imagination

this line of kitchen cabinetry. We bring an old saying

can be expansive. There is no limit to

to life–the beauty is in the wood, but its beauty and

the elegance, charm and sophistication

character are used to full advantage only with great skill.

you can add to your custom kitchen

Seasoned craftsmen build to exacting standards using a

with personalized ornamentation and

mastery of techniques such as hardwood doweled joints.
Strength, durability and artistry all work in collaboration

Arlington

Arteeca

special storage units. It’s all here–from

Bedford

corbels to cornices, from rosettes to

to provide the evidence in your kitchen that you have a

Jefferson

Kismet

Knob Hill

Lexington

Lexington Cathedral

Lexington Crescent

Newport

Patriot

Porto Bello

Presidential

Shaker

Statesman

Vienna

Villa

Vista II

Westport

Williamsburg

carved designs, designer moldings and

discerning eye in taste and lifestyle. Apple Valley offers

innovative storage options–the perfect

40 styles with an expansive palette of rich transparent

finishing touches to your new kitchen.

and semi-opaque stains. For convenience and practicality
we provide a full complement of accessories and storage
components to complete the perfect custom kitchen,
each made with our exclusive “Tuff-Core” Construction.
Apple Valley’s all-dowelled 3/4” cabinetry construction is
premium quality. Quality shelving provides extraordinary
resistance to twisting, warping and cupping. It’s simply
the state-of-the-industry and only available from Apple

Charleston

Chelsea

Concord

Litchfield

Millington

Concord Cathedral

Concord Crescent

Cornwall

Regency

Rutland

Cottage Grove

Covington

Davis Park

Valley. See and experience the high standard of custom
kitchens waiting to greet you in any participating Apple
Valley Woodworks dealer showroom. You’ll find it to
be an idea center that will engage and exceed your
expectations for a fine kitchen.

Some styles shown with matching drawer front. Consult your Apple Valley dealer to see the full
selection of colors, styles and options.

Fire Island

Framingham

Franklin

Holbrook

Islip

Jackson

Villa II

Vineyard

Vista

